INCREASE KIDS’ STRENGTHS BY BUILDING DEVELOPMENTAL ASSETS

Search Institute Surveys
In a world driven by data, Search Institute surveys help organizations go beyond test scores and attendance rates to paint a broader and deeper picture of young people’s lives. One of our top-selling youth surveys is the Developmental Assets Profile (DAP). Since 2005, more than 500,000 young people between the ages of 11 and 18 have taken the DAP, making it one of the most widely used instruments in the world for measuring the internal strengths and external supports that influence adolescents’ success in school and in life.

Through a new partnership with nFocus Solutions, the Developmental Assets Profile is now available as a web-based survey. Many organizations have already taken advantage of this new tool to get a more complete picture of young people’s lives. One of our top-selling publications, The Developmental Assets in Middle School, provides a broad picture of how middle school students are doing, and presents ideas on changing the lives of young people.

Through a new partnership with nFocus Solutions, the Developmental Assets Profile is now available as a web-based survey. Many organizations have already taken advantage of this new tool to get a more complete picture of young people’s lives. One of our top-selling publications, The Developmental Assets in Middle School, provides a broad picture of how middle school students are doing, and presents ideas on changing the lives of young people.

Search Institute Workshops and Presentations
Schools and organizations can make the most of their survey data through Search Institute workshops and presentations. A workshop series called Using Surveys to Improve Services and Outcomes is for customers who want to learn about the survey before they reach adolescence.包络 set of 52 cards, 4" x 6".

Propellers: Quick Questions to Launch Good Conversations
Find 160 thought-provoking questions on topics that kids care about. Bag of 52 cards, 4" x 6".

Conversations on the Go: Clever Questions to Keep Teens and Grown-Ups Talking
Keep teens and adults talking with these intriguing questions. 100 pages.

Use these tear-off pages as handouts, posters, and take-home pieces. Pad of 50 pages, 4 ¼" x 2 ¾".

GATHER YOUTH DATA, THEN MAKE THE MOST OF THOSE FINDINGS
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